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Abstract 

Genome-wide Screening of Cellular Suppressors against HIV-1 Protease in 

Fission Yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) 

Joseph N. Nkeze, MT (AMT)  
 MS Thesis, 2011 

 

Thesis Directed by:                          Dr. Richard Zhao, 
                      Professor and Head of Division of Molecular Pathology, 

Department of Microbiology and Immunology,  
Institute of Human Virology,  

          University of Maryland School of Medicine 
 
 

The HIV-1 Protease (PR) is a necessary enzyme for the replication oh HIV.  PR cleaves 

the long chain HIV proteins into smaller individual mature proteins.  A PR inhibitor (PI) 

suppresses this cleavage activity.  All current PIs were developed based on the structural 

design against the PR active site. Therefore, any PR mutation that results in 

conformational changes of the PR enzymatic site will lead to drug resistance to all current 

PIs. Due to the increasing emergence of drug resistant viruses, additional PIs that inhibit 

PR with different mechanisms such as allosteric inhibitors are needed. With this specific 

goal in mind, genome-wide searches for cellular proteins capable of suppressing the PR 

activity were conducted in the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe.  

The search for multicopy suppressors of PR-induced cell death in fission yeast was 

performed by transformation of a S. pombe expression mouse cDNA library into the 

RE294 strain, which carries a single integrated copy of HIV PR in the yeast chromosome.  

The use of RE294 to measure PR-induced cell death is based on the fact that, in fission 



yeast, PR-induced cell death can normally be detected by its inability to form colonies on 

an agar plate. Thus the PR-resistant yeast cells can be directly detected by colony 

formation on PR-inducing agar plate.  

A total of 5.18X106 transformants were screened which statistically covers the entire 

mouse genome. Sixty-two PR-resistant transformants were initially identified and 6 of 

them (4 unique clones) were confirmed as suppressors. The cDNA inserts carried on the 

plasmids were sequenced and one of them (W19) was further characterized. Over the 

1.8kb gene insert of the plasmid W19, a 1.5kb fragment was found to be the minimum 

region to confer full suppression of PR-induced death of fission yeast.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Life cycle of HIV-1 

The life cycle of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1 (HIV-1) comprises of the 

following distinct stages: i) adsorption and fusion to susceptible host cell; ii) reverse 

transcription; iii) integration; iv) viral gene expression; v) virus assembly and maturation, 

and vi) budding (Figure 1-1). Mature infectious virions contain two copies of genomic 

RNA and the following functional viral proteins: Reverse Transcriptase (RT), Integrase 

(IN) and Protease (PR). When the HIV -1 virion is uncoated into the targeted host cell, 

the RT catalyzes the conversion of one of the genomic viral RNA copies into a double-

stranded viral DNA (dsDNA) [1]. IN catalyzes its integration into the host chromosome 

to form a proviral DNA [1-4]. Using the host cellular system, copies of HIV genomic 

material, as well as shorter strands of messenger RNA (mRNA), are created. The mRNA 

is used as blueprint to make long chains of HIV proteins. HIV PR cleaves the long chain 

HIV proteins (Gag and Gag-Pol precursors) into smaller individual mature proteins.  

Following the assembly of the viral RNA and smaller individual proteins to form a new 

viral particle, the newly assembled virion buds from the host cell and can then infect 

another host cell [5, 6].  
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Figure 1-1: Life cycle of the HIV [6].  

1.2. HIV Protease 

HIV Protease (PR) belongs to the family of aspartic proteases. It is a homodimer and 

consists of subunits of 99 amino acid residues [1, 5, 7-12]. Each subunit is made up of 

nine β-strands and a single α-helix. Four anti-parallel β-strands form the highly stable 

dimer interface which constitutes the active site [1, 9, 10, 12, 13]. The core of the active 

site is hydrophobic and contains two aspartic acid residues contributed by both subunits.  

Flexible anti-parallel β sheets from both monomers form two flaps that cover the active 

site thereby restricting access to this site [1, 11, 14-16] (Figure 1-2). In the free enzyme 

state, the flaps assume a semi-open conformation [11, 12, 17, 18]  and with a ligand in 

the active site, it assumes the closed conformation [1, 12, 16, 19-21]. It has been reported 

that a network of weakly polar interactions observed between the flaps keeps them in a 

semi-open conformation [11]. Two models have been used to explain the mechanisms of 

opening and closing of the flaps. In the first model, the ligand forms a collision complex 

with HIV-1 PR in the open flap confirmation as it enters the active site of the PR and then 
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induces the flaps to close [22]. Alternatively, the ligand approaches the HIV-1 PR in the 

semi-open flap confirmation and then induces the flaps to adopt an open conformation as 

it enters the active site. The flaps then extend over the substrate and allow proteolysis to 

occur [11, 22, 23]. The PR cleavage sites on the Gag and Gag-Pol precursor are the 

unique amino acid sequences of Phe-Pro and Tyr-Pro bonds [1].  

 

 

Figure 1-2: Structure of HIV-1 Protease with TL-3 [5] 

1.3. HIV Protease Inhibitors  

Knowledge gained over the past two decades from the study of the structure and 

mechanism of action of HIV-1 PR has paved the way towards the development of PR 

inhibitors (PIs). PIs have being crucial components in the chemotherapy of HIV-1 

infection since 1995. PIs suppress the cleavage of Gag and Gag-Pol protein precursors [1, 

11, 24-26]. Currently, 11 PIs are approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

[27, 28]. The PIs all belong to the same mechanistic class, i.e., competitive inhibitors that 

bind to the active site of the PR thereby preventing its association with substrates. This 

prevents the virus from taking the mature and infectious form [29, 30]. One drawback of 
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competitive inhibitors is that similar active site mutations can deleteriously affect small 

molecule binding in the active site, leading to increased risk of cross-resistance to other 

competitive inhibitors. An additional potential pitfall is that competitive inhibitors are 

sensitive to substrate concentrations [30]. An alternative to competitive inhibitors has 

been the identification of inhibitors that target non-active site regions of the PR (allosteric 

inhibitors) such as the dimer interface  [30-32], flaps [30, 33, 34], or other non-substrate 

active site regions [30, 35]. A potential advantage of a non-competitive mechanism is the 

insensitivity to substrate concentrations, which may maintain a better therapeutic 

threshold in the substrate-rich virion. The high rate of replication of the HIV-1 (108–109 

virions/day) stands behind the rapid mutation and the selection of drug-resistant viruses 

[1, 36]. Due to the increasing emergence of drug resistant viruses, additional PIs that 

inhibit PR with different mechanism such as allosteric inhibitors are needed. The use of 

lower model organism (e.g., yeast) could be an alternative source for a cell-based 

screening of PIs. 

1.4. Schizosaccharomyces pombe and its uses in molecular-biological 

studies 

The Fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) is a unicellular eukaryote of the 

Division Ascomycota.  It is cylindrical in shape with rounded ends. Its length and 

diameter are about 7-15µm and 4µm respectively [37, 38].  It has a relative short 

genomic size of about 1.5×107 base pair (bp) in the haploid state [39]. It reproduces 

meiotically by ascospores and proliferates asexually by cell division (fission).   
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S. pombe has many of the same fundamental cellular features as larger multicellular 

organisms which makes them very useful in molecular-biological studies [37-40]. They 

contain a slicing mechanism that is able to remove introns from genes of higher 

eukaryote and mammals [37, 39, 41]. Their signal-transduction system is able to transmit 

signals from the mating factor receptor through a G-protein–coupled system to the 

effectors [37]. The cell cycle is also similar to that in higher eukaryotes [39, 42]. For 

more than a decade, the fission yeast has thus been used in biotechnological studies to 

investigate the structures, functions and expression of eukaryotic genes, especially from 

mammals [37, 39]. Since they are capable of post-translational modification (e.g. 

phosphorylation and acetylation), the heterogeneous proteins produced are very close to 

their natural forms [37, 41, 42].  

1.5. Fission yeast as a model system in the study HIV infection 

The fission yeast has been used as a model system in the study of HIV infection. The 

HIV-1 viral protein R (Vpr) induces similar cellular changes in both fission yeast and 

human cells [43]. These include: i) cell cycle G2/M arrest [44-46]; ii) nuclear transport of 

viral pre-integration complex [39, 46], and, iii) induction of cell death and apoptosis [44, 

46, 47].  HIV-1 PR also induces cell death and possibly apoptosis in fission yeast 

(unpublished data). The same effect of HIV-1 PR-induced cell death and apoptosis 

effects have been observed in human cells [48].  

A fission yeast cell-based screening system for cellular suppressors against HIV-1 PR 

will be introduce in this study. Such a cell based screening system for the identification of 

new PIs has two main advantages over the structure- based drugs. First, it has the typical 

advantage of a cell based assay where toxic compounds are likely to be removed from the 
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screen because cells treated with toxic compounds die; thus only cells with compounds 

active in the cellular environment are screened. Secondly, the screening could find 

compounds that inhibit PR regardless of whether they bind at the active site of the 

enzyme.  By using S. pombe as a model, the system is extremely flexible, rapid, and 

inexpensive. 
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2. Hypothesis  

Over-expression of certain mammalian genes in fission yeast confers resistance (i.e., 

suppression) to cell death induced by HIV-1 PR in fission yeast. 
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3. Objectives 

I. To search for cellular multi-copy suppressors against HIV-1 PR using fission 

yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) as a surrogate system 

To accomplish this objective, a S. pombe expression mouse cDNA library is 

transformed into a fission yeast strain carrying a single integrated copy of the PR 

gene. Cells that survive PR-induced death of the fission yeast (PR-resistant cells) 

are selected as possible suppressors.   

II.  Isolation and characterization of PR inhibitors  

The plasmid is isolated from PR-resistant cells and the suppressive effects 

confirmed by re-introducing the corresponding cDNA-carrying plasmids back into 

parental strain. Plasmids with mouse insert DNA that also showed a full strength of 

suppression are characterized. Characterization is performed by identifying the 

open reading frame that coded for the suppressor protein. 
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4. Materials and Methods 

4.1. Fission yeast strain and E. coli 

The fission yeast strain RE294, a derivative of the wild type (WT) SP223 (Genotype: h-, 

Ade 6-216, Leu1-32, Ura 4-294) was used as the host strain of the expression system. 

RE294 contains a single integrated copy of the HIV-1 PR gene at the no message in 

thiamine 1 (nmt1) gene locus. The PR gene expression is controlled by an nmt1 promoter 

and a kanr gene adjacent to it confers resistance to the drug Geneticin (G418). 

Occasionally, recombination across the nmt1 gene (frequency of one in a thousand cells) 

causes loss of the PR and kanr gene. The PR gene also mutates at a frequency of one in a 

million cells. These processes contribute to background growth on agar plates. RE294 

was created by Dr. Robert Elder (Zhaolab, UMB) and is currently protected by a patent 

application (RZ2006-075). Top10 E. coli strain (Genotype:  F- mcrA D(mrr-hsdRMS-

mcrBC) f80lacZDM15 DlacX74 deoR recA1 araD139 D(ara-leu)7697 galU galK rpsL 

(StrR) endA1 nupG)  was used for plasmid transformation. 

4.2. Plasmids and gene library 

The plasmid pREP3X, derived from the pREP series of vectors was the expression 

system for the gene library. A mouse cDNA inserted into a full strength pREP3X plasmid 

served as the source of the screening library. The cDNA was cloned after the nmt1 

promoter, between SalI (5' end) and BamHI (3' end). Another pREP series derived 

plasmid pYZ3N was used for protein over expression [49]. The plasmids were selected 

with Leucine in fission yeast and ampicillin in E coli cells.  
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4.3. Media 

4.3.1. Complete Yeast Extract with Supplements (YES) medium 

Components                    Amount   

Yeast Extract                    5g/L 

Glucose                           30g/L 

Supplements: Adenine (150mg/L), Uracil (100mg/L) and L-Leucine (100mg/L). 

The mixture was sterilized by autoclaving and poured on plates to solidify. All plates 
were stored at 4°C.  

4.3.2. Minimal Pombe Glutamate (PMG) medium 

       Components                           Amount 

C3H5O4K KH phthalate                   3.0g/L 

L-glutamic acid                               3.75g/L           

Na2HPO4                                                               2.2g/L 

Glucose (50x)                                20mL/L 

Vitamin stock (1000x)                   1mL/L 

Mineral stock (10 000x)                0.1mL/L 

Supplements: Adenine (150mg/L), Uracil (100mg/L), L-Leucine (150mg/L) or thiamine 
(1mL/L; stock 20mM)  

For solid media, 20g/L agar was added. The mixture was sterilized and poured into plates 

as previously described. The media could be supplemented with the drug G418 (G) by 

adding 1mL/L (250mg/mL) to a cool down media just before pouring. 

  

4.3.3. Minimal 10X Yeast Nitrogen Base stock (10X YNB) 

      Components                Amount 
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       YNB (RPI-Y2006)           17g/L 

        L-glutamic acid              37.5g/L 

        Glucose                         200g/L 

        Supplements: Adenine (1.5g/L), Uracil (1.0g/L) and L-Leucine (1.5g/L) 

The mixture was sterilized and stored at 4°C. 

4.3.4. Luria-Bertani (LB) medium 

Components           Amount 

 LB                             10g/L 

For solid media, 20g/L agar was added.  The mixture was sterilized and poured as 

previously stated. If supplementing with ampicillin, 1mL/L (100mg/mL stock) of 

ampicillin was added to a cool down media prior to pouring.   

4.4. Primers 

All the primers used in this study were designed using the Jellyfish sequence analysis 

software and synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) company (1710 

commercial park, Coralville, IA 52241-2760, USA). The primers were dissolved in pure 

water to concentration 500µM.  The primer sequences are listed in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1: Primers sequences  

Name Primer sequence 
22-1-F-5' 5'- ACGTAGCGGCCGCTCGAGACATGAAAAACTCTACCTC-3'  
22-1-R-3' 5'-CGTGCTGGATCCCTAGAACACAGCTAAGGAC -3' 
mcDNAtF 5'-GCAATGTGCAGCGAAACTAA-3' 
mcDNAt2R 5'-GTACTCGTTGTCGGAGATCAAG-3' 
mcDNAtF3 5'- GCATCTGCTCGAGCTCACTTTCTGACTTATAGTCGC-3' 
mcDNAtR 5'-AGCAGTACTGGCAAGGGAGA-3'  
Xho1F 5'- ATTGGCCTCGAGGTCGACGTTAATTAAGC-3' 
Xho1F0 5'- CACTGGCTCGAGGGAGGCTTAGAGTTGTTTGG-3' 
Xho1F1 5'- CCAATACTCGAGCCTCCGCTGTCAGTGAAGCC-3' 
Xho1F3 5'- GCTCATCTCGAGATGGCTATACTTAG-3' 
Xho1F4 5'- GGCTGACTCGAGTCAAAAGAACAAAGGTCTGC-3'  
Xma1R 5'- TTCCTTTTACCCGGGGATCCGCGG-3'  
Xma1R2 5'- CAATTAGCCCGGGTATTCAACCAATGGC-3'  
Xma1R3 5'- GCAGTCGTCCCGGGGAAAGAAAGGCAATTTTATT-3' 
Xma1R4 5'-TAATTATTCCCGGGTAGAGCCTGTCACCCATGGG-3' 
 

4.5. Gene expression and PI selection criteria 

The nmt1 promoter in both the mammlian cDNA carrying plasmid and the RE294 cells is 

regulated by thiamine. In the presence of thiamine (20µM), the nmt1 promoter is 

repressed; expressed fully 18-24 hours upon thiamine removal. This incubation time is 

required because yeast cells have large internal storage of thiamine which must be diluted 

out by cell division to lower thiamine concentrations before the promoter is fully induced 

[50]. HIV-1 PR gene expression causes cellular growth arrest in RE294 cells. This lethal 

effect is implicated by its inability to form colonies on agar plates. However, treatment of 

the PR-expressing cells with 40-400µg/ml of Indinavir (IDV) reverses this growth 

inhibition (Figure 4-1). Therefore, restoration of colony formation by a suppressor in the 

presence of HIV-1 PR was the primary selection criteria for PI screening in this study.  
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Figure 4-1:  Expression of HIV-1 PR prevents colony formation in RE294 cells. IDV 
restores colony formation in the presence of HIV-1 PR. 

 

4.6. PI Screening: Plasmid transformation, PR gene induction and 

selection of PR resistant cells 

The first step of this screening was to transform the S. pombe expression cDNA library 

into the HIV-PR-carrying fission yeast strain RE294. Plasmid-carrying transformants 

were selected by leucine-free medium and the effect of a cDNA gene product on HIV-1 

PR was tested by inducing gene expression in thiamine free (-T) media. PR resistant 

transformants, which were identified by their ability to form normal size colonies on PR-

expressing agar plates were identified. Those cells were then retested on inducing media 

to confirm colony formation and cellular growth. 

Basically, plasmid transformation was performed by electroporation using the BTX 

Electro Cell Manipulator (ECM) 600 System. Fresh RE294 cells were grown overnight in 

liquid YES at 30°C to a pre-log phase culture. The cells were then collected by 
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centrifugation, washed twice with distilled water to remove residual thiamine and further 

grown to log phase between 6-9 hours in 0.6% YNB medium at 30°C. Following another 

round of cell collection and washing for thiamine removal, the cells were suspended in 

25mM Dithiothreitol (DTT) solutions and incubated at 30°C for 15 mins. To obtain cells 

with extremely low electrical conductivity, the cells were washed three times with ice 

cold sterilized 1.2M sorbitol and resuspended with 1.2M sorbitol to cell concentration 

2.0x109 cells/ml. For background growth monitoring, about 1x106cells were plated on 

Pombe Glutamate Medium (PMG) supplemented with adenine sulfate (A), uracil (U), L-

leucine(L)[AUL] and G418. In clean centrifuge tubes, 0.2ml aliquots of the cell 

suspension were mixed with 1ng to 1µg of the plasmid DNA. The mixture was 

transferred into ice cold 2mm gap cuvettes and incubated on ice for 10mins prior to 

electroporation. Electroporation was carried out as specified in the BTX ECM600 

protocol 0226 [51]. 

Following transformation, the efficiency was monitored by spreading a specified amount 

of transformants on PMG medium supplemented with adenine, uracil and 20µM 

thiamine. The PR gene was induced by growing the transformants on inducing medium 

(PMG+AU+G418). All plates were incubated at 30°C. After 6-8 days, the screening 

plates (PMG+AU+G418) were checked for distinctly large colonies that grew beyond the 

background in colony size. These colonies could contain a suppressor-carrying plasmid 

DNA. The picked colonies (PR-resistant cells) were re-streaked on fresh plates for 

growth confirmation. Confirmed cells were then further analyzed. 
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4.7. Verification of cDNA inserts 

Prior to further analysis, the PR resistant cells were first examined for whether their 

plasmids actually contained cDNA inserts. This was done by gene insert amplification 

using a colony Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and visualizing them by agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Forward (mcDNAtF) and Reverse (mcDNAt2R) primers that 

complement the 5' or 3' end of the vector-insert junction were used. The primers anneal to 

the nmt promoter and terminator DNA regions and DNA synthesis moves in the direction 

of the DNA insert. Cells that were confirmed to carry a plasmid with a gene insert were 

labeled as PI candidate cells and they were considered for further analysis. 

The PCR reaction mixture consisted of the following per reaction tube: 2µl of 10x buffer, 

0.4µl of 10mM dNTPs, 0.6µl of 50mM MgCl2,   2µl of 10µM Primer mix, 0.5µl of 5U/µl 

Taq polymerase and 14.5µl of distilled water. A minute amount of yeast cells were added 

to the PCR mixture. The Bio-Rad icycler system was used for amplification with the 

following reaction conditions: 1 cycle for 2min 15 s at 94°C for cell lysis; 30 cycles for 

45s at 94°C for DNA denature, 30s at 62°C for primer annealing, and 2mins at 72°C for 

extension; and finally 1cycle for 5mins at 72°C for extension. The PCR products were 

separated with  agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized by ethidium bromide staining.   

4.8. Verification of suppression in PI candidate cells  

As mentioned earlier, expression of the PR gene in RE294 cell results to cell death which 

could be accessed by its inability to form colonies. The PI candidate cells were picked 

based on the fact that these cells were able to grow in the presence of HIV PR. Colony 

formation could be due to expression of a suppressor gene on a plasmid (the plasmid 
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effect) or mutation of the PR gene. Therefore, to further confirm gene suppression, these 

effects were re-evaluated in two ways: i) Plasmid Lost Test (PR effect re-evaluation), and 

ii) Back transformation of suppressor plasmid (Plasmid effect re-evaluation).  

4.8.1. Plasmid Lost Test  

The goal of this experiment was to force the PI candidate cells to lose the harboring 

plasmid following a series of growth on a complete medium. Following confirmation of 

plasmid lost, the cell killing ability of the PR gene was re-evaluated by induction of the 

PR gene. If there were cell death after plasmid lost, then the previously observed colony 

formation was most likely due to the insert and its gene expression (possible suppressor 

gene). However, if the cells still form colonies then the PR gene is likely mutated (no 

suppression). Cells that passed the Plasmid Lost Test were further verified with the back 

transformation test.  

Essentially, all PI candidate cells were re-freshed by growing on solid PMG medium 

supplemented with adenine, uracil and thiamine for 2days at 30°C. The cells were then 

transferred to solid YES medium supplemented with G418 (200mg/l) by generating small 

dots and incubated at 30°C. For every 24 hrs over 3-5days, replicas were made on fresh 

plates. Following confirmation of plasmid loss (cells do not form colonies on 

PMG+AU+G+T plates), single colonies were generated on PMG+AUL+G418+T 

(200nM) plates by streaking out and incubation for 3-4days at 30°C.  Finally, the PR 

effect was re-evaluated by replicating on both a PR-repressing plate (PMG+AUL+G+T) 

and a PR inducing plate (PMG+AUL+G).  
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4.8.2. Isolation of suppressor gene-bearing plasmid and back transformation into 

RE294 cells 

The goal was to verify the suppressor gene effect by re-introducing the isolated plasmid 

back to its original parental RE294 cells. The PR gene was then expressed again in 

RE294 and the plasmid effect was observed. If back transformation of a plasmid restored 

colony formation, the isolated plasmid was confirmed as having a possible PR suppressor 

gene on the insert. 

4.8.2.1. Recovery of suppressor gene-bearing plasmids  

One of the main problems with the fission yeast is the inability to isolate large amount of 

plasmids from it due to its low copy plasmid number [39]. Transformation of yeast 

plasmid DNA into E. coli overcomes this problem. Therefore, to obtain a stable and 

highly concentrated PI candidate plasmid DNA, the plasmid DNA was first recovered 

from the PI candidate fission yeast cells, transformed into E. coli and finally recovered 

from the E. coli.  

4.8.2.1.1. Recovery of yeast plasmid DNA  

The PI candidate cells were grown overnight in liquid PMG medium supplemented with 

adenine, uracil and G418 to a stationary phase. The cells were then collected by 

centrifugation and lysed following suspension in 1ml SP1 solution (50mM citrate-

phosphate, 40mM EDTA and 1.2M sorbitol) plus 1.5mg/ml Zymolyase 20T (ICN 

Biomedicals, 32-092-1) and incubation at 37°C. Following cell lysis, the proteins were 

precipitated out with the addition of 5M potassium acetate and incubated on ice for 30-

50mins. The supernatants were collected by centrifuging at high speed. The plasmid 
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DNA was then isolated and purified from the supernatant using the QIAGEN plasmid 

extraction protocol [52] . 

4.8.2.1.2. E. coli transformation and plasmid isolation 

The isolated yeast plasmid DNA was transformed into competent TOP 10 E. coli cells 

which was preserved in 10% glycerol and stored at -80°C. Basically, 40µl of the E. coli 

cells were mixed with 1ng of the plasmid DNA in ice cold 1mm gap cuvettes. The 

mixture was incubated for 1min prior to transformation by electroporation. 

Electroporation was carried out as specified in the BTX ECM600 protocol 0013 [53]. The 

transformants were spread on LB medium supplemented with ampicillin. The plates were 

incubated at 37°C for 18-24hours.  

Following the appearance of colonies, they were emulsified with 2ml distilled water and 

50µl inoculated in 5ml liquid LB medium supplemented with ampicillin. The cells were 

incubated overnight at 37°C on a shaker. The following day, the plasmid was isolated and 

purified using the QIAGEN plasmid Miniprep protocol [54]. 

4.8.3. Back transformation of recovered suppressor gene-bearing plasmid 

The recovered suppressor gene bearing plasmid DNA from E. coli was transformed back 

into parental RE294 cells. The plasmid effect in transformed cells was re-evaluated 

following PR gene induction. Transformation was carried out done by electroporation 

using the BTX ECM600 protocol 0226 was done as previously reported. The 

transformants were plated in equal numbers in both a PR-repressing and PR-inducing 

plates. Cells that were able to form colonies with PR gene expressed were confirmed to 
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have an insert containing a possible suppressor gene. The results were further confirmed 

by streaking out single colonies on fresh plates. 

4.9. DNA sequencing and Data analysis 

Following confirmation of a possible suppressor gene in the plasmid by both the plasmid 

lost test (PR effect) and back transformation (plasmid effect), the plasmid DNA insert 

was then sequenced. The purified DNA from E. coli served as templates for sequencing. 

The same Forward and Reverse primers previously used in colony PCR were utilized for 

sequencing. Sequencing was done at the Biopolymer/Genomics core facility at the UMB 

School of Medicine.   

The nucleotide sequence data were then analyzed to identify open reading frames (ORF) 

or the gene of interest. The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) and the 

National Center for Biotechnological Information (NCBI) genbank were used to search 

for sequence similarity in the mouse genome. Following identification of a gene 

similarity, the Jellyfish sequence analysis software was used for further analysis. 

4.10. Characterization of PR suppressors 

The suppressor DNAs that originated from the mouse and that showed a strong 

suppression of PR-induced cell death was chosen for further functional characterization. 

Characterization was carried out to by identify the ORF that coded for the suppressor 

protein.  
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4.10.1. Sub-cloning of predicted ORF  

When a predicted ORF on the suppressor DNA was identified using the Jellyfish 

software, this ORF was sub-cloned into the expression vector pYZ3N  as described 

below. 

4.10.1.1. PCR and restriction digestion 

The predicted ORF was amplified from the plasmid DNA using the primers (22-1-F-5' 

and 22-1-R-3') listed in Table 4-1. The amplified insert was then digested alongside the 

vector pYZ3N.  Basically, the PCR reaction mixture was setup as follows: 2µl of 10x 

buffer, 0.4µl of 10mM dNTPs, 0.6µl of 50mM MgCl2, 1µl of 10µM Primer mix, 0.1µl of 

5U/µl Taq polymerase and distilled water to 20µl. The PCR was run as follows: 94°C for 

2min 30s to completely denature the template; 30 cycles at 94°C for 15s to denature, 

54°C for 30s to anneal, 72°C for 1min 15s to extend; and finally 1cycle at 72°C for 5min 

for extension.   

4.10.1.2. Recombinant DNA construction 

 The PCR product was separated on an agarose gel and purified using the QIAquick Gel 

Extraction Kit from QIAGEN. The DNA fragment (insert) and vector DNA pYZ3N were 

digested with the restriction endonuclease enzymes Not1 and BamH1 as outlined by the 

manufacturer (NEW ENGLAND BioLabs Inc.). The digested insert and vector DNA 

fragments were separated on an agarose gel and purified as previously stated. The insert 

DNA was then ligated to the vector pYZ3N using the Invitrogen Life Technologies T4 

DNA Ligase kit [55]. The ligated DNA was transformed into competent Top10 E. coli 

cells. The transformants were spread on ampicillin supplemented LB agar media and 
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incubated overnight at 37°C. Insertion of the predicted ORF was confirmed by extracting 

the plasmid from individual E. coli colonies and subsequently analyzing by restriction 

mapping and sequencing. Three clones (recombinant DNA) were chosen for back 

transformation. 

4.10.1.3. Back transformation of recombinant DNA with predicted ORF 

The recombinant DNA clones containing the predicted ORF were back transformed into 

fresh RE294 cells and the possible suppression effect was re-evaluated as previously 

stated in section 4.8.3.   

4.10.2. Isolation and identification of suppressor DNA mature mRNA 

Another method to identify the possible suppressor ORF is to extract the total RNA from 

RE294 cells expressing both a suppressor and PR. The mature mRNA of the suppressor 

was then reverse transcribed and amplified prior to visualization and sequencing. 

4.10.2.1. Total RNA isolation 

Transformed RE294 cells were grown in 10ml PMG supplemented with adenine and 

uracil to a log phase. The cells were collected and re-suspended in 300µl of TRIzol 

reagent.  Glass Beads were added to the cell suspension and lysed by repetitively 

spinning on a homogenizer. About 1ml of the lysed cell was collected and incubated for 

5mins at room temperature to ensure complete dissociation of nucleoprotein complexes. 

For phase separation, 200µl of chloroform was added and after incubating at room 

temperature for 3mins, the mixture was centrifuged at 2-8°C.  The colorless aqueous 

phase solution (RNA) was collected. The RNA was precipitated by adding 500µl of 

isopropyl alcohol, incubated for 10mins at room temperature and centrifuged at 2-8°C. 
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The precipitated RNA was washed with ice cold 75% ethanol and re-collected following 

another round of spinning. The RNA pellet was briefly air-dried and re-dissolved with 

RNase-free water.   

4.10.2.2. Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) 

Using the enzyme Reverse Transcriptase and an oligo(dT)18 primer, the first-strand 

cDNA was synthesized from mRNA in the total RNA. The cDNA was then used as a 

template for PCR using gene specific primers (mcDNAtF3-5' and mcDNAtR-3') listed in 

Table 4-1. The RT-PCR was carried out as outline in the Invitrogen SuperScriptTM 

Reverse Transcriptase kit [56].  

4.10.2.3. Mature mRNA identification 

 The RT-PCR product was analyzed on an agarose gel for the presence of a DNA band. 

Any DNA fragment present was subsequently isolated and sequenced. Its position on the 

corresponding suppressor plasmid DNA insert was aligned and located. 

4.10.3. Identification of the minimum region for full suppression on the 

suppressor DNA inserts 

The minimum region that still showed full level of suppression (strong) as the original 

suppressor DNA insert was searched by truncating the DNA on both the 5' and 3' end. 

This was followed by back transforming into RE294 cells.  The fragments were shortened 

by gene sub-cloning using either restriction enzymes or primers in a PCR. 
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4.10.3.1. Restriction digestion and plasmid construction 

The restriction enzymes used to cutout specific fragments are listed in Table 4-2. The 

desired fragments were purified and either self-ligated or ligated to pYZ3N after 

digesting with Xho1 and Xma1 as previously described. E coli transformation, positive 

clone selection and confirmation was done as previously stated in section 4.10.1.2.  

Table 4-2: Restriction enzymes used to create fragments 

Fragment ID Enzyme 1 Enzyme 2 

Xho1/Xma1 Xho1 Xma1 

Not1 Not1 Not1 
BamH1 BamH1 BamH1 

 

4.10.3.2. PCR and plasmid construction 

The primers used for PCR are listed in Table 4-1. Fragment amplification and subsequent 

cloning was carried out as previously described in sections 4.10.1.1 and 4.10.1.2.  The 

position of the W19 truncated fragments are shown in figure 4-2. 

4.10.3.3. Back transformation of recombinant DNA fragments into RE294 cells 

Recovered recombinant DNA from E. coli was back transformed into RE294 cells. All 

procedures were carried out as previously reported in section 4.8.3. Table 4-3 shows the 

list of recombinant DNA created. 
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Figure 4-2: Location of W19 truncated fragments overexpressed in pYZ3N 

Table 4-3: List of recombinant DNA created 

Recombinant DNA Insert Size (bp) Method of Truncation 
Xho1/Xma1 1826 Restriction Digestion 
Not1 380 Restriction Digestion 
BamH1 1180 Restriction Digestion 
FR2 626 Primer-PCR 
F3R 1050 Primer-PCR 
F1R 1476 Primer-PCR 
F0R 1672 Primer-PCR 
F0R3 1624 Primer-PCR 
F0R4 1097 Primer-PCR 
F4R3 1521 Primer-PCR  
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5. Results 

To search for cellular proteins capable of suppressing the HIV-1 PR activities, a unique 

approach was taken by conducting a genome-wide screening for multicopy genetic 

suppressors against PR-induced cell death using the fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces 

pombe) as a model system. A mouse cDNA library cloned on a pREP3X plasmid was 

transformed into the RE294 fission yeast and suppressors of PR-induced cell death were 

identified by the ability of a transformant to form normal size colonies on PR-expressing 

agar plate. A three step screening approach was used to minimize potential false positive 

due to spontaneous mutations, loss of the PR-carrying plasmid or homologous gene 

recombination. Two genome-wide screening was carried out with a total of 5.18X106 

transformants screened which statistically covers the entire mouse genome. A total of 62 

PR-resistant candidates were initially identified and the presence of a cDNA insert was 

verified with a colony PCR (Figure 5-1). Since the primers used for colony PCR annealed 

to the nmt1 fragment, two bands were seen in PR-resistant cells carrying an insert (figure 

5-1). Following the colony PCR, 56 PR resistant cells were identified as carrying a 

plasmid with an insert. The PR activity in the PI candidate cells was subsequently 

analyzed with a plasmid lost test (PR effect re-evaluation) (Figure 5-2). Six PR 

suppressor cells were identified after the plasmid lost test. The plasmid DNA were 

recovered from these cells and retested in the parental RE294 cells by back 

transformation (Figure 5-3). All six candidates were confirmed to confer the suppression 

effect through the plasmids. The results were further verified after streaking out single 

colonies on the same plates (Figure 5-4). Table 5-1 is a summary of these screenings.  
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Table 5-1: Summary of screenings 

 

The 6 suppressor plasmids were sequenced; 3 of them were found to contain the same E. 

coli genomic DNA (siblings) and the rest of 3 originated from the mouse. Table 5-2 

contains a summary of sequencing and data analysis.  

Table 5-2: Summary of sequencing and data analysis 
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The suppressor W19 was chosen for subsequent characterization because the DNA insert 

on the plasmid originated from the mouse and the strength of suppression was very 

strong. The plasmid W19 contains three different pieces of mouse DNA in the following 

order from the 5' end: Ras-GTPase-activating protein SH3-domain binding protein 

(G3bp1), ATPase subunit 6 (ATPase6) and Proteasome subunit, beta type 3 (Psmb3). The 

joint DNA was originally cloned between SalI (5' end) and BamHI (3' end) on the 

pREP3X vector during the cDNA library construction. 

Gene sub-cloning and back transformation of predicted W19 ORF (22 amino acid long) 

did not suppress HIV-1 PR-induced cell death.  Other possible ORFs (suppressor protein 

mature mRNA) was searched by using the RT-PCR from total RNA. A 350bp mRNA 

was identified. However, this mRNA species was found to include only one ORF as the 

originally predicted in the first DNA fragment (G3bp1). Nevertheless, expression of the 

cDNA from this mRNA species also did not suppress PR-induced cell death. A shot-gun 

gene sub-cloning strategy was then used to identify any possible ORFs on the W19 

plasmid.  Following the truncation of W19 into various shorter DNA fragments (Figure 

4-1), these fragments were cloned into the S. pombe expression vector pYZ3N and then 

back transformed into the parental RE294 cells. A 1.5kb fragment was found to contain a 

minimum region for strong (full level) suppression of PR-induced cell death of fission 

yeast (Table 5-3). Shortening the DNA fragment within this region greatly reduced the 

suppression strength against HIV-I PR. 
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Table 5-3: Summary of insert DNA fragment`s plasmid effects on RE294 cells following 

back transformation 

Recombinant DNA Insert Size (bp) Plasmid effect 
Xho1/Xma1 1826 Strong suppression 
Not1 380 No suppression 
BamH1 1180 No suppression 
FR2 626 No suppression 
F3R 1050 No suppression 
F1R 1476 Weak suppression 
F0R 1672 Strong suppression  
F0R3 1624 Strong suppression 
F0R4 1097 No suppression 
F4R3 1521 Strong suppression 
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6. Discussion and conclusion 

Current PIs for the treatment of HIV-1 infection are not ideal due to drug-related side 

effects, inconvenient dosing requirements and/or emergence of PR-resistant viruses. 

These problems with therapy, especially the rapid increase of viral strains that are 

resistant to currently available PIs, are a threat to the success of current HIV-1 treatment 

strategies. This, therefore, emphasizes the importance of developing or identifying novel 

anti-HIV-1 compounds that exhibit improved safety and resistance profiles. 

In this study, the fission yeast S. pombe was used as a model system to find new HIV-1 

PIs. The HIV-1 PR gene was integrated into the chromosome of S. pombe cells.  S. 

pombe cells containing PR gene (RE294) have some special characters which makes 

them very suitable for PI screening. By being integrated into the chromosome, the PR 

gene can be expressed in a more stable way. Also, in the process of screening for PIs 

from a gene library, with gene integration, it is more convenient to separate the plasmid 

containing the suppressor gene from the cells with the PR. The rationale behind this 

screening invention is based on the fact that, as long as the HIV-1 is alive, their PRs will 

remain functional enzymes even after they become resistance to existing PIs. Cellular 

suppressors against HIV-1 PR induced cell death were identified following two-rounds 

genome-wide searches. Due to the occurrences of spontaneous mutation of the PR gene 

in RE294 cells (unpublished data) , the colony PCR was required to eliminate those PR-

resistant cells with both a mutated PR gene and no insert on their plasmid (J9, J21) while 

the plasmid lost test further eliminated PR-resistant cells with mutated PR gene 

(J4,J5,J12). Of the six plasmids identified that possibly carried a suppressor gene, only 
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W19 was further characterized. The plasmids J1, J11, and W11, though showing strong 

suppression, were eliminated because their inserts were found to carry E. coli genomic 

DNA. This genomic DNA ligated to the plasmid during the process of creating the cDNA 

library. The plasmids J2 and W13 showed weak suppression strength even though they 

both carry mouse insert DNA. 

In eukaryotes, protein synthesis begins at the first start codon (AUG) closest to the 

mRNA 5' end and stops at the first termination codon  [57-59]. Based on this principle, a 

predicated ORF with 22 amino acid in length was cloned and overexpressed in another 

expression vector. This fragment (69bp) however did not suppressor the HIV PR. This 

means that neither the first start codon (ATG) nor its corresponding termination codon 

are part of the suppressing ORF. One possible explanation is the existence of DNA 

splicing. If this were the case, an alternative strategy to identify this ORF is to isolate the 

total RNA and then use the RT-PCR to isolate and amplify the suppressor mature mRNA. 

A 350bp mRNA which coded for the protein G3bp1 was indeed identified. However, this 

fragment being identical to the first DNA fragment in W19 contains the same predicated 

ORF which was not the suppressor. It is believed that the failure to identify the 

suppressor gene mature mRNA is because it is transcribed in a very low amount, which is 

difficult to isolate using the method described in Materials and Methods section.   By 

truncating the DNA at both ends and overexpressing the fragments in RE294 cells, a 

minimum region that showed the same full-level suppression of HIV PR-induced cell 

death as the original W19 plasmid was identified. Shortening this fragment within this 

minimal region greatly reduced the suppression strength. A possible explanation is that a 

shorter and truncated protein might be produced which cannot suppress HIV-1 PR in full. 
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This ORF is most likely a non-natural protein since the 1.5kb fragment contains 3 

different DNAs which represent different genes and they are not also continuous in the 

mouse genome (Figure 6-1).  

 

Figure 6-1: Minimal region of W19 (F4R3) that renders full suppression against HIV-1 

PR-induced cell death 

Future studies could focus on the structural details of this suppressor protein. Further 

more, the identified suppressor could be validated in mammalian cells expressing HIV-1 

PR. Identified PIs could be useful to study host-pathogen interaction and natural anti-

viral response. Knowledge from its mechanism of action could be useful in designing 

future new drugs. Lastly, the use of a stable PR-expressing RE294 strain and even drug 

resistant PR-carrying strains would be useful to develop a platform for High Throughput 

Screening of HIV-1 PIs.  

With reference to the objective, a genome-wide screening of cellular suppressors against 

the HIV-1 PR induced cell death in the fission yeast RE294 was carried out. Suppressors 
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were identified on plasmids. They were isolated and one characterized. The hypothesis 

also stated that over-expression of certain mammalian (mouse) genes in RE294, 

suppresses cell death induced by the HIV-1 PR. This hypothesis is therefore accepted.  

HIV-1 can be classified into group M (major), a rare group O (outlier) and a “new” group 

N (non-M, non-O) [60-63].  Recently, a new HIV-1 group, which is designated as group 

P, has been reported [64]. Group M can be further divided into subtypes (A-D, F-H. J and 

K) and circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) [61-63, 65]. These subtypes within the 

group M exhibit genomic differences as large as 30% with respect to subtypes B [66]. 

The current  FDA approved PIs were developed and tested against the HIV-1 subtype B 

PR [63, 66]. It has been shown that, PRs from other subtypes carry up to ten amino acid 

polymorphisms. With regard to the African subtypes (A, C and G), most of the 

polymorphisms are located at similar regions outside the active site [66]. They are 

clustered in the hinge region of the flap, in the loop connecting the β-strands, in the α-

helix and opposite β-strand. A difference of about 62% occurs within the active site of the 

G subtype, in a region usually associated with drug resistance in the B subtype [66]. The 

non-B  subtype PR polymorphisms lowers the binding affinity of PIs due to differences in 

structural stability but not to the point of causing drug resistance [62, 66]. Loss in binding 

affinity ranges from 2 to 25 fold depending on the PI [66]. For example, the CRF01_AE-

WT PR has weaker affinity for the PIs nelfinavir and darunavir [62]. From an enzymatic 

point of view, no major differences between the B and non-B subtypes were observed.  

 The HIV-1 PR used for PI screening in this study belongs to the B-subtype. Depending 

on the mode of action of the suppressors identified, there could be a reduction in the 

strength of suppression when tested against the non-B subtype PR. The active site is 
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welled preserved across the Group M subtypes except for the subtype G. Therefore, 

competitive inhibitors that were identified against the subtype B PR will also suppress the 

non-B subtypes.  

In summary, a fission yeast model to measure HIV-1 PR induced cell death was 

developed. A genome-wide screen was carried out to search for PIs with 5.18x106 

transformants screened. A total of 62 candidates were identified initially and 4 of them (3 

of them were siblings) were confirmed as possible PIs. One strong suppressor (W19) was 

considered for characterization and a minimal region of 1.5kb was found to fully suppress 

PR. 
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